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This paper presents the design and implementation of a
lightweight and exible middleware, based on Smart Messages (SMs), for
programming distributed appli ations over networks of ubiquitous Javaenabled devi es, su h as ell phones and PDAs. SMs are user-de ned distributed appli ations whi h exe ute on nodes of interest, named by their
properties, and use expli it migration to move between these nodes. The
main bene ts provided by SMs are ease of deployment for new appli ations and adaptability to highly dynami network onditions. To leverage
the omputing power of existent wireless Java-enabled devi es, we have
designed a portable SM ar hite ture in whi h the SM support at nodes
is implemented as a runtime system on top of pre-installed Java virtual
ma hines, and the SM migration is implemented by instrumenting the
SM Java byte ode. The experimental results for appli ations exe uted
over a testbed onsisting of HP iPAQs ommuni ating through 802.11
wireless ards demonstrate the feasibility of our ar hite ture.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Re ently, we have been witnessing a signi ant growth in the number of Javaenabled wireless devi es [1℄. Bene ting from a strong support from industry, ell
phones and PDAs are the most representative Java-enabled devi es urrently
available on the market. These devi es are mostly used for lo al omputations
or downloading data from web servers and personal omputers. The la k of
appropriate programming models and system ar hite tures, however, pre lude
users from being apable of running more omplex distributed appli ations over
this huge ad ho omputing infrastru ture.
In this ontext, we have proposed Smart Messages (SM), a software ar hite ture similar to mobile agents, for programming user-de ned distributed appli ations in networks of embedded systems. Instead of passing data end-to-end
between nodes, an SM appli ation migrates to nodes of interest named by ontent and exe utes there. Ea h node has a virtual ma hine for SM exe ution and
a name-based memory, alled tag spa e. The SMs use the tag spa e for ontentbased naming and persistent shared memory. An SM arries the routing ode
and routes itself at ea h node in the path toward a node of interest. SMs represent an attra tive alternative to traditional distributed omputing based on

message passing be ause they provide ease of deployment for new appli ations
and adaptability to highly dynami network onditions.
The original implementation of the SM ar hite ture is based on a modi ed
Java virtual ma hine (Sun's KVM [3℄). Having a ess to the virtual ma hine
(VM) sour e ode, we have been able to implement an eÆ ient migration me hanism. Additionally, all omponents of the SM ar hite ture have been implemented inside the VM to improve the overall performan e of the system. This
implementation, although powerful and eÆ ient, omes at a ost of loss of portability. Sin e this implementation is platform spe i , it is not feasible to port
it on all devi es that are powerful enough to support it. Also, given that most
of the new ubiquitous devi es ome with a pre-installed Java VM, it would be
bene ial to have the SMs running over an unmodi ed VM.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a Portable Smart
Messages ar hite ture. The main issue to be dealt with in a pure Java ar hite ture
is how to perform migration without having a ess to the VM internals. The
exe ution state is lo ated inside the VM and is not dire tly a essible to the
external world. In order to provide migration without involving hanges in the
VM, we have designed a simple and eÆ ient method for apturing and restoring
the exe ution state by in orporating all the ne essary operations in the SM ode.
The heart of our approa h lies in instrumenting the SM byte ode in su h a way
that the SM an save its state before and restore it before resumption with
minimal overhead.
We have developed a prototype implementation using Sun's J2ME CVM virtual ma hine [4℄. Our testbed onsists of HP iPAQs running Linux and equipped
with 802.11 wireless ards. The experimental results show that the Portable SM
implementation, although ostlier than the original implementation in terms of
exe ution time, is a feasible solution for programming distributed appli ations
over Java-enabled ell-phones or PDAs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes the SM
distributed omputing model. Se tion 3 presents the design and implementation
of the Portable SM ar hite ture. In Se tion 4, we report experimental results.
The related work is dis ussed in Se tion 5, and the paper on ludes in Se tion 6.

2

Distributed Computing with Smart Messages

A Smart Message (SM) is a user-de ned appli ation whose exe ution is distributed over a series of nodes using exe ution migration. The nodes on whi h
SMs exe ute, alled nodes of interest, are named by ontent and dis overed dynami ally using appli ation ontrolled routing. To move between two nodes of
interest, an SM alls expli itly for exe ution migration. An SM onsists of ode
bri ks, data bri ks (mobile data expli itly identi ed in the program), and exe ution ontrol state (e.g., instru tion pointer, operand sta k pointer). Code bri ks
are transferred with SMs only if the ode is not a hed at the destination. An
SM an use its ode and data bri ks to reate new, possibly smaller SMs dur-
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ing exe ution. In this way, an appli ation an eventually generate multiple SMs
although it started as a single SM.
2.1

Node Ar hite ture

The SM software ar hite ture is totally de entralized, with nodes in the network
a ting as peers. SMs do not make any assumptions about the underlying network
on guration, ex ept for a minimal system support provided by nodes. The node
ar hite ture is presented in Fig. 1.
The admission manager is responsible for re eiving in oming SMs, de iding
whether or not to a ept them, and storing them in the SM ready queue. The
admission de ision is based on a list of resour e estimates arried by the SM.
The admission manager instru ts an a epted SM to transfer only the missing
ode bri ks (i.e., the ode bri ks that are not stored in the lo al ode a he) and
stores them in the a he upon re eption.
The virtual ma hine (VM) o ers a hardware abstra tion layer for SM exeution, whi h shields the SMs from heterogeneous node ar hite tures. The SM
exe ution is non-preemptive; other SMs an be a epted, but they will not be
dispat hed for exe ution before the urrent SM ompletes. The exe ution time
is bounded by the estimated running time presented during admission. The nonpreemptive s heduling simpli es the implementation of inter-SM syn hronization
and sharing. An SM terminates its exe ution at a node either if it ompletes or
if it migrates.
The tag spa e is a name-based shared memory, persistent a ross SM exe utions. It onsists of a olle tion of tags, whi h essentially are (name, data) pairs
used for data ex hange among SMs. Spe ial I/O tags are used as an interfa e to
the host OS and I/O system. Tags are also used to name the destination of SM
migrations as well as to store routing information (routing tags).
2.2

Smart Messages Example

To illustrate the SM distributed omputing model, let us onsider a network
of PDAs/ ell-phones belonging to students from the same university. At the
beginning of ea h semester the students download on their PDAs/ ell-phones
an SM that an do two a tions: (1) reates a tag for ea h lass the student is

i=0;
while(i<N){
migrate("CS101-Student");
/* ask student to join */
if (readTag("Joined"))
i++;
}
migrate("initiator");

Fig. 2. Example of Smart Message Code
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registered (e.g., CS101), and (2) helps the student set a group study meeting
with other students taking the same lass. Using this SM, students need not all
other people to set a group study meeting, and even more, they need not know
the people registered for that lass.
Ea h time a student wants to set a meeting for a group study, she an inje t
an SM in the network from her PDA/ ell-phone. The goal of this SM is to
migrate through the network until it nds N students willing to have a group
study for a ertain lass at a given lo ation and time, and then return ba k to
the initiator of the request. This SM is transferred between nodes using short
range wireless network interfa es. For instan e, Fig. 2 presents the ode for an
SM that reates a group study for CS101. Fig. 3 depi ts the exe ution path of
this SM over ve nodes.
The key operation in the SM programming model is migration, whi h implements ontent-based routing using tags. An SM names the nodes of interest
by tags, and then alls migrate to route itself to a node that has the desired
tags. In our example, migrate(\CS101-Student") routes the SM to students taking CS101 using other ell phones (i.e., belonging to students that do not take
CS101) as intermediate nodes. After migration, the SM resumes from the next
instru tion following the the migrate all. It is important to noti e that migration is expli it (i.e., the programmer invokes a migrate primitive when needed),
and data transferred during a migration is spe i ed by the programmer as data
bri ks (i.e., in our ase, the lo ation and time for the meeting, as well as the
variables i and N are transferred as data bri ks).

Table 1.
Category

Smart Message API

Primitives

reateSMFromFiles( ode les, data bri ks);
reateSM( ode bri ks, data bri ks);
spawnSM();
Smart Messages migrate(tag names);
sys migrate();
blo kSM(tag name, timeout);
reateTag(tag name, lifetime, data);
deleteTag(tag name);
Tag Spa e
readTag(tag name);
writeTag(tag name, data);

2.3

Smart Messages API

The SM API is presented in Table 1. To inje t a new SM at a node, users invoke
reateSMFromFiles with a list of program le names and one of data bri ks.
SMs an dynami ally reate new, possibly smaller SMs by alling reateSM or
spawnSM. A reateSM uses some of the SM's ode and data bri ks to assemble a
new SM and is ommonly invoked to build \ hildren" SMs that ooperates with
the \parent" SM. An SM may lone itself using spawnSM (similar to the fork
system all in Unix). New SMs generated by reateSM or spawnSM are s heduled
for exe ution at the lo al node.
There are two fun tions for migration: migrate, and sys migrate. The migrate fun tion is used by SMs to migrate (over multiple hops) to nodes of interest named by ontent. To rea h these nodes, migrate implements ontent-based
routing algorithms using sys migrate and routing tags 1 . The sys migrate primitive implements the proto ol for one-hop migration; it aptures the exe ution
state and transfers the SM to the next hop. The VM at destination resumes the
SM from the instru tion following sys migrate.
An SM an reate, delete, or a ess appli ation tags. The tags are a essed
subje t to authorization [6℄. The same interfa e is used to a ess the I/O tags:
SMs an issue ommands to I/O devi es by writing into I/O tags, or an get
I/O data by reading from I/O tags (an SM annot reate or delete I/O tags).
An SM an invoke blo kSM to blo k on a tag until another SM performs a
write on that tag. A blo ked SM yields the pro essor (this is the only ex eption
to the run-to- ompletion model of exe ution). When an SM is blo ked on a tag, it
is inserted into a wait queue asso iated with the tag. When the VM unblo ks an
SM, it removes that SM from the wait queue and inserts it ba k in the SM ready
queue. To prevent in nite blo king of SMs, blo kSM has a timeout as parameter;
if no write operation takes pla e within this timeout, the SM is unblo ked.
1

More details about the SM self-routing me hanism are presented in [5℄
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3

Comparison of Two Smart Messages Ar hite tures

Portable Ar hite ture for Smart Messages

The original SM implementation, was a hieved by modifying Sun's Java KVM [3℄.
The whole ar hite ture, presented in the upper part of Fig. 4, was implemented
inside the VM be ause of the need for VM support in apturing the exe ution
state and restoring it at destination to resume the exe ution. This implementation, although powerful and eÆ ient, omes at a ost of loss of portability.
Sin e this implementation is platform spe i , it is not feasible to port it on all
devi es that are powerful enough to support it. Also, given that most of the new
ubiquitous devi es ome with a pre-installed Java VM, it would be bene ial
to have the SMs running over an unmodi ed VM. To be able to provide the
exibility that omes with the SM model, but at the same time to avoid the
non-portability issue, we have designed and implemented an SM ar hite ture
ompletely in Java.
The main issue to be solved in a pure Java implementation is how to perform
migration without having a ess to the VM internals. Migration is the entral

part of the SM ar hite ture, and it involves apturing and restoring the exe ution
state. The exe ution state, however, is lo ated inside the VM and is not dire tly
a essible to the external world.
In order to provide migration without modifying the VM, we have designed
a simple and eÆ ient method for apturing and restoring the exe ution state
by in orporating all the ne essary operations in the SM itself. The heart of our
approa h lies in instrumenting the SM byte ode in su h a way that the SM an
save its state before migration and restore it before resumption with a minimal
overhead. Using this method, the state is en oded in the ode bri ks and data
bri ks, and no expli it state information is shipped.
The lower part of Fig. 4 presents our pure Java ar hite ture. Unlike the
original ar hite ture whi h was implemented inside the VM (i.e., for eÆ ien y),
the ar hite ture for portable SMs is implemented on top of the VM as a runtime
system.
3.1

Migration

To migrate an SM, we need to migrate its ode bri ks, data bri ks, and exe ution ontrol state. The ode bri ks of SMs are Java lass les, and data bri ks
are Java obje ts. We use the Java re e tion me hanism for loading the lasses
dynami ally at the destination node. The Java serialization me hanism is used
to marshal/unmarshal the state of data bri ks a ross migrations. Sin e SMs do
not use lo al variables a ross migrations (i.e., the programmers have to in lude
any data that they need a ross migrations in the data bri ks), obje t deserialization works ne to restore the values of all obje ts and variables. The main
problem that needs to be solved is how to apture and restore the exe ution ontrol state (i.e., lo ated inside the VM), whi h onsists of the method all sta k
and the urrent value of the instru tion pointer. Our solution is to instrument
the SM byte ode in su h a way that SMs an apture and restore their own
runtime sta k before resuming their normal exe ution at destination. There are
numerous reasons for hoosing byte ode transformation [7, 8℄ over sour e ode
transformation [9℄. First, sour e ode transformation does not provide the negrained ontrol as provided by byte ode transformation (e.g., the la k of goto
statement in Java, the diÆ ulty of instrumenting ompound statements statements). Se ond, instrumenting a loop in sour e ode requires the loop to be
unfolded in order to preserve orre t exe ution semanti s. Third, instrumenting
the sour e ode auses the orresponding byte ode to blow up, and therefore,
in urs heavy overheads.
Byte ode Instrumentation for Capturing and Restoring the Exe ution

We introdu e the term riti al method to refer to any method
that an dire tly or indire tly invoke sys migrate or blo kSM. As explained in
Se t. 2.3, these two methods are the only methods that an lead to apturing and
restoring the exe ution ontrol state. Therefore, only riti al methods need to be
instrumented. Sin e a migration (or blo k) happens at the end of a method all
Control State.

hain, the instrumenter has to dete t all the methods from whi h sys migrate
(or blo kSM) is stati ally rea hable in order to re ognize riti al methods. To
simplify the exposition throughout this se tion, we will refer only to migration,
but the reader should understand both migration and blo king.
Our byte ode instrumenter adds an integer array ip[length℄ to every lass,
where length is the number of methods in that lass. An element ip[i℄ is is
used as a pseudo instru tion pointer for the ith method. The ode of a riti al
method is divided into ode regions separated by riti al method invo ations. A
riti al method invo ation marks the end of a ode region and the beginning of
another new ode region. The value of ip[i℄ is in remented only before a riti al
method invo ation, and hen e, serves as a pointer to the boundaries between ode
regions. At the time of resumption, the value of ip[i℄ also serves as a pointer to
the last statement exe uted inside the ith method of the lass. The last statement
exe uted inside a riti al method before a migration is always a riti al method
invo ation (i.e., either dire tly a sys migrate all or a hain of method invo ations
that ends with a sys migrate). This is the reason why in rementing the value of
ip[i℄ only before riti al method invo ations is suÆ ient. The value of ip[i℄ an be
used during resumption to lo ate the last method invo ation made from method
i before migration. Sin e every obje t has a unique ip asso iated with it, ip is
arried over as a part of data bri ks and restored during deserialization.
During resumption, ea h SM starts its exe ution from the beginning of the
run() method of the main lass(i.e., SMs exe ute as Java threads). The instrumenter introdu es a swit h statement at the beginning of every riti al method
to redire t the instru tion pointer, based on the value of ip[i℄, to the last statement exe uted before migration. Hen e, the ode already exe uted is skipped.
For every method other than the one that dire tly invoked sys migrate, this
will result in an invo ation of the method that was adja ent to this method
in the runtime sta k before migration. As a onsequen e, the runtime sta k is
re- reated. The ip[i℄ of the method that dire tly invoked sys migrate serves as
a pointer to the statement immediately following the sys migrate all.
An SM is said to be in resumption mode when it is re reating the runtime
sta k. To di erentiate between resumption mode and normal exe ution, the instrumenter adds a global ag: resumption. This ag is important for preserving
the orre t exe ution semanti s. Its purpose is to a tivate or dea tivate the
swit h statement introdu ed by the instrumenter at the beginning of ea h ritial method depending on whether the SM is undergoing normal exe ution or is
in resumption mode. If the SM is resuming, it is ne essary to exe ute the swit h
statement in order to skip the already exe uted ode. If the SM is undergoing
normal exe ution, it is ne essary to ignore the value of ip[i℄ to ensure that a
method invo ation is not in uen ed by this value (i.e., ip[i℄ might be non-zero
due to an earlier invo ation of the same method). The resumption ag of the
SM is set by the system before the SM is migrated or blo ked and reset by the
SM itself on e the SM has re onstru ted the method all sta k, at whi h point
normal exe ution of the SM begins. To a hieve this, the resumption ag is reset
after every statement ontaining a all to sys migrate.

lass A{
void <init>{
...
}

}

void Method1(){
int j = 0;
int i = 0;
System.out.println("hello");
...
Method2();
...
Method3();
...
Method4();
...
Migration.sys_migrate();
...
TagSpa e.blo kSM();
...
}

Fig. 5. Pseudo- ode before Instrumentation

Fig. 5 and 6 illustrate the transformation done by the byte ode instrumenter.
Although the transformation is done on the byte ode, for the sake of simpli ity,
we show a higher level transformation on the orresponding Java pseudo- ode. In
the example, lassA has four methods, ex luding the onstru tor. Let us assume
that Method1, Method2, and Method4 are riti al methods (i.e they an dire tly
or indire tly invoke sys migrate or blo kSM ), while Method3 is not a riti al
method. We present the byte ode instrumentation only for Method1, but similar
transformations take pla e on the other riti al methods (Method2 and Method4
in this ase) as well. As Method3 a ording to our assumption is not a riti al
method, it is not instrumented.
Sin e lassA has ve methods in luding the onstru tor, ip is de lared as
an array of length ve. We initialize this array in the <init> method whi h is
internal to the byte ode, and is invoked every time a new obje t of the lass
is reated. Given that Method1 has four invo ations to riti al methods (two
indire t, and two dire t), its ode is divided into ve ode regions labeled from
0 to 4. The value of ip[1℄ is in remented before every invo ation to a riti al
method. For instan e, ip[1℄ is in remented before an invo ation to Method2,
but not before an invo ation to Method3 whi h is not a riti al method. This
example also shows how the resumption ag is used. If the ag is set to false,
the exe ution of the methods starts from the beginning. Otherwise, it starts with
the ode region pointed to by ip[1℄. As soon as the SM re reates the sta k, the
resumption ag is reset by the SM itself. This ensures that any future invo ation
to Method1 or any other riti al method will not be a e ted by the value of ip.
Note that resumption ag is lo al to an SM, but global to all the lasses that
onstitute that SM.

}

lass A{
publi int[℄ ip;
void <init>{
ip[℄ = new int[5℄;
...
}
void Method1(){
int j = 0;
int i = 0;
if(SM.resumption == true){
swit h(ip[1℄){
ase 0: goto label 0;
ase 1: goto label 1;
ase 2: goto label 2;
ase 3: goto label 3;
ase 4: goto label 4;
}
}else{
ip[1℄ = 0;
}
label 0 : System.out.println("Hello");
...
ip[1℄++;
label 1 : Method2();
...
Method3();
...
ip[1℄++;
label 2: Method4();
...
ip[1℄++;
Migration.sys_migrate();
label 3: SM.resumption = false;
...
ip[1℄++;
TagSpa e.blo kSM();
label 4: SM.resumption = false;
...
}

Fig. 6. Pseudo- ode after Instrumentation

Suppose Method1 had alled sys migrate before migration, the value of ip[1℄
would be 3. When the SM resumes exe ution at the destination node and enters
Method1, the instru tion pointer would be redire ted to label 3 by virtue of the
swit h statement; from this point on, normal exe ution of the SM begins. If on
the other hand Method4 had alled sys migrate, then the value of ip[1℄ would
be 2. When the SM enters Method1 after resuming at the destination node,
the instru tion pointer would be redire ted to label 2 whi h ontains a all to
Method4, thereby skipping the already exe uted ode in Method1 and re reating
the runtime sta k.
Fig. 7 brie y demonstrates the working of our instrumentation s heme. The
upper part of the gure gives a pi torial view of ip in the three riti al methods
at the time of migration. The arrows in the lower part of the gure show the

class X{
Y y;
void run(){
....
y = new Y();
y.Method1();
....

ip

}
....
}

class X{
....
void run(){
switch(ip)

class Y{
Z z;
void Method1(){
....
z = new Z();
ip
z.Method2();
....
}
....
}
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class Z{
void Method2(){
....
ip
Migration.sys_migrate();
....
}
....
}

class Y{
....
void Method1(){
switch(ip)

class Z{
....
void Method2(){
switch(ip)

....
y.Method1();
....
}

}

}

}

....
Migration.sys_migrate();
....

....
z.Method2();
....
}

}

Resumption
Fig. 7.

Example of Resuming the Exe ution after Migration

ontrol ow of the SM from the time of exe ution resumption at the destination
until it re reates the method sta k.

Byte ode Instrumentation for Suspending a Smart Message. In the
original SM implementation (whi h involved modi ation of the VM), SMs were
VM-level threads ontrolled internally by the VM. In the urrent implementation, SMs are Java threads, and therefore, the ontrol over SMs is theoreti ally
limited to the amount of ontrol o ered by the Java Thread-API. When an SM
migrates or blo ks on a tag, the orresponding Java thread has to be stopped.
The stop() method of the Java Thread lass has been depre ated as it was
deadlo k-prone. In the absen e of a dire t way of stopping a Java thread, we
have used the Java ex eption me hanism and byte ode transformations.
For ea h sys migrate or blo kSM all, a StopEx eption (a lass that extends
the RuntimeEx eption) is thrown. To ensure that this ex eption is not aught
until it rea hes the bottom of the sta k, every try- at h blo k is instrumented
to re-throw the StopEx eption if it happens to at h it. We ensure that the
run() method has a try- at h blo k that at hes this ex eption and onsequently
nishes the thread's exe ution. Using a RuntimeEx eption instead of a regular
Ex eption has the advantage that the method signatures do not have to be
modi ed to in lude a throws lause.

3.2

Tag Spa e

As mentioned in Se t. 2, the tag spa e ontains two types of tags: appli ation
tags and I/O tags. Sin e the implementation of I/O tags is platform dependent,
the Portable SM ar hite ture implements only appli ation tags. These tags are
Java obje ts whi h an be reated, deleted, read from, or written into by SMs.
An SM an also blo k on a tag for a ertain period of time. To implement
a timeout me hanism, we use Java's built-in s heduler (i.e., provided by the
S heduler lass), whi h makes the SM ready for s heduling after the timeout.
Using Java's S heduler lass avoids a polling timer thread that would otherwise
be required to implement the timeout me hanism. Commonly, a blo ked SM is
woken up by the interpreter when the tag is written by another SM. Ea h time
an SM blo ks on a tag, its orresponding Java thread is terminated through the
thread stopping me hanism des ribed in 3.1. Ea h time an SM is unblo ked (and
onsequently dispat hed for exe ution), a new Java thread is reated for it.
3.3

Code Ca he

We exploit Java's lassloader to implement the ode a he. The Java re e tion
me hanism is used to load a lass representing a ode bri k. In the pro ess, a
new Class instan e of the orresponding lass is reated. The lassloader will
not unload the lass as long as there is a live referen e to the Class instan e.
Referen es to the a hed lasses are stored su h that these lasses are not unloaded by the lassloader. When the a hing poli y hooses a lass for evi tion,
we just remove the stored referen e for that lass.
3.4

S heduler

The SM s heduler 2 is implemented as a Java thread that extra ts an SM from
the ready queue in FIFO order, dispat hes it for exe ution as a Java thread, and
goes to sleep. When the SM ompletes its exe ution, it wakes up the s heduler
using the Java's thread syn hronization me hanism.
3.5

Limitations

As in the traditional SM ar hite ture, the portable SM ar hite ture does not allow the use of lo al variables a ross migrations (they an be used lo ally though).
Consequently, a lo al variable annot o ur in two di erent ode regions. All the
variables that need to be used a ross migrations have to be de lared as global
variables (i.e., they be ome part of the data bri ks). If the programmer wants
to use a lo al variable in two or more ode regions, the lo al variable should
be de lared and initialized before the beginning of the rst ode region of that
method. This is ne essary to satisfy the byte ode veri er.
2

Note that the SM s heduler is a omponent of the SM ar hite ture and is di erent
from Java's built-in s heduler mentioned in 3.2.

Table 2.

In rease in Byte ode Size Due to Instrumentation
Unmodi ed
Modi ed ByteByte ode(KB) ode(KB)
2330
2395
1084
1122
1230
1266
1527
1564

The lightweight instrumentation s heme omes at a ost of loss of re ursion.
Our instrumentation s heme relies on the assumption that only one instan e of a
method is present inside the runtime sta k at the time of migration. Re ursion,
however, an be used lo ally (i.e., not a ross migrations).
I/O tags imply oupling of the SM platform with the OS. In order to make
SMs portable we had to eliminate these tags. The result is a loss of power in the
new model, but it an be ompensated by various pro les and JSRs provided
by J2ME [3℄ for intera ting with the OS or the network. These pro les/JSRs
provide Java API for intera ting with the OS or the network, thereby hiding the
underlying implementation. For instan e, the MIDP pro le [10℄ hides the network proto ols from the user, provides a generi method of onne ting with other
devi es and is able to store data persistently without referring to the le system. Another example is the Bluetooth API (JSR 82) whi h allows onne tivity
through Bluetooth [3℄.
The se urity issues related to the SM ar hite ture are presented in [6℄. Our
urrent implementation does not address these issues. We are in the pro ess of
onverging upon the orre t approa h for dealing with the se urity issues that
ome as a byprodu t of designing a middleware for mobile agents and mobile
ad-ho networks.

4

Evaluation

Our goals in ondu ting the experimental evaluation for the Portable SM arhite ture were three-folds: (1) quantify the impa t of byte ode instrumentation
on the SM size, (2) ompare the osts for the basi SM operations between our
portable ar hite ture and the original SM ar hite ture, and (3) exe ute a simple
appli ation over both ar hite tures in order to ompare the ompletion time.
We use Soot1.2.5 [11℄ to do the o -line byte ode instrumentation. Table 2
shows the in rease in the byte ode size as a result of instrumenting four of our
SM test ases. On average, we observe an in rease of 2.9% in the byte ode size
whi h is negligible ompared to existing approa hes (see Se t. 5 for details).
We have tested the Portable SM ar hite ture on J2ME CDC platform whi h
uses CVM as the virtual ma hine. CDC's Personal Pro le is the up oming repla ement for Personal Java whi h is urrently used in ell-phones. We have used
the Referen e Implementation of CDC's Foundation Pro le whi h is upward

ompatible with both Personal Pro le and Personal Java. Foundation Pro le is
widely used on handhelds like PDAs. Our testbed onsists of HP iPAQ 3870
running Linux 2.4.18. Ea h iPAQ ontains an Intel StrongARM 206MHz 32bit
RISC pro essor, 32MB ash memory, and 64MB RAM. For ommuni ation we
use Lu ent Orino o 802.11b Silver PC ards.
Table 3.

E e t of Code Bri k Size on Single-Hop Round-Trip Time

Round Trip Time(ms)
Portable
SM
Ar
hite ture Original SM Ar hite ture
Size(Bytes)
Un a hed
Ca hed
Un a hed
Ca hed
1430
114
124
50
23
2322
126
124
56
23
3456
150
124
63
23
4454
155
124
69
23
8510
165
124
91
23

Table 4.

E e t of Data Bri k Size on Single-Hop Round-Trip Time

Size(Bytes)
2088
4056
8010
16010

Round Trip Time(ms)
Portable SM Ar hite ture Original SM Ar hite ture
177
29
196
38
234
57
301
88

Tables 3 and 4 ompare the ost of migration between the Portable SM
ar hite ture and the original ar hite ture. Table 3 shows the variation of the
single-hop round-trip time for an SM as a fun tion of the ode bri k size (the
data bri k size is negligible in this experiment). Table 4 shows the variation of
the single-hop round-trip time of an SM as the size of data bri ks varies from
2KB to 16KB (the ode bri k size onstant at 3.51KB). Table 5 shows the ost
of tag spa e operations.
These results show that the Portable SM ar hite ture is more expensive than
the original ar hite ture in terms of exe ution time. This is, however, the pri e
paid for the ability to inje t a new distributed appli ation anytime, anywhere
on a Java-enabled devi e without modifying the system software. Note that
these results have been obtained using the Referen e Implementation of CDC's
Foundation Pro le whi h is mu h slower than the ommer ial version whi h
has been optimized for di erent platforms. We believe that signi antly better
results ould be obtained by using the ommer ial version.

Table 5.

Cost of Tag Spa e Operations

Time(s)
Portable SM Ar hite ture Original SM Ar hite ture
readTag
78
21
reateTag
89
43
writeTag
71
32
deleteTag
98
56
Operation

Completion Time for the
Number of Students, N, from 1 to 5

Table 6.

Student Group Study

Appli ation, Varying the

Completion Time(ms)
Portable
SM
Ar
hite ture Original SM Ar hite ture
N
Un a hed
Ca hed
Un a hed
Ca hed
1 4527
4093
1284
1102
2 5212
5031
1944
1783
3 5604
5308
2036
1968
4 6358
6012
2157
1985
5 7863
6339
2198
2148

We have implemented and evaluated the Student Study Group appli ation
des ribed in Se t. 2. Table 6 shows the time taken to nd N students for a
group study and return to the initiator. We have exe uted this appli ation over
an ad ho network onsisting of 8 HP iPAQs, while varying N from 1 to 5
(the nodes of interest have been distributed uniformly in the network). The
results indi ate that our ar hite ture yields a ompletion time greater by as
mu h as 3.7 times. The absolute numbers, however, demonstrate that the SM
over the portable ar hite ture an still omplete between 4.09s and 6.33s when
the ode is a hed. We onsider this time reasonable for mobile ad ho networks
omposed of resour e onstrained devi es. The e e t of ode a he is not very
signi ant for this appli ation be ause of the unavoidable ontention en ountered
in wireless networks oupled with our on-demand ontent-based routing whi h
involves many broad ast messages in the network.
To summarize our results, we have found out that our implementation performs approximately 2 to 3.7 times slower than the original implementation. We
believe that the main reason is the fa t that we use an un-optimized virtual
ma hine (Java CVM based on x86/PC Linux development), while the original
implementation uses a virtual ma hine (Java KVM) designed spe i ally for resour e onstrained devi es. To quantify the impa t of the VM, we plan to run
our prototype on the optimized, ommer ially available CVM. Su h an experiment will help us evaluate more a urately the ost of portability (i.e., the ost
of implementing the SM ar hite ture as a Java runtime system versus the ost
of implementing it within the VM).

5

Related Work

Smart Messages (SMs) share the idea of ode migration with mobile agents [12,
13℄, and a tive networks [14, 15℄.
Similar to a mobile agent, an SM may be viewed as a task that expli itly
migrates from node to node and exe utes on nodes of interest. Unlike mobile
agents, SMs are de ned to be responsible for their own routing in a network. A
mobile agent names nodes by xed addresses and ommonly knows the network
on guration a priori, while an SM names nodes by ontent and dis overs the
network on guration dynami ally. Furthermore, the SM system ar hite ture
de nes a node ar hite ture suitable for resour e onstrained devi es.
To implement exe ution migration (i.e., transfer of the exe ution state), two
approa hes an be used: VM-based or ompiler-based. The rst approa h implies
designing new VMs or modifying existing ones to support the apturing and
restoring the exe ution state. The se ond approa h works for unmodi ed existing
VMs, but it involves either a modi ed ompiler, or other tools that insert new
pie es of ode in the sour e ode or dire tly in the exe utable program in order
to apture and restore the exe ution state. In the following, we dis uss several
systems that transfer the exe ution state for Java programs.
Similar to the original SM implementation, a number of systems [16{18℄
have modi ed the Java VM (JVM) to provide the required state apturing and
restoring. Unlike SMs whi h were designed spe i ally for networks of embedded
systems, these systems are too heavy for resour e onstrained devi es su h as
ell phones or PDAs.
Funfro ken [9℄ implements transparent migration using a sour e ode transformation me hanism (pre-pro essor). Capturing the method sta ks is done
within ex eption handlers. When a program requires to migrate, an ex eption
is thrown, and in every method, an ex eption handler is instrumented to save
the state of the method sta k by reating a new state obje t for it. The major di eren e between our approa h and this system is in terms of amount of
data sent through the network. Using sour e ode transformation, this system
in reases the size of the byte ode with with as mu h as 470%. Our byte ode
instrumenter in reases the size of the byte ode only with as mu h as 3%. Additionally, this system transfers a signi ant amount of meta-data for the state
obje ts. Other disadvantages of this system ompared to ours in lude hanges
of the signatures for all methods to a ept a state obje t as a parameter, and
the need for re ompilation of all lasses (i.e., the omplete sour e ode should
be available).
Sakamoto et al [7℄ implement migration using a byte ode transformation
s heme that does byte ode veri ation. Their approa h is similar to Funfro ken's
in the sense that they also reate a state obje t for every method frame on the
sta k by using the ex eption handling me hanism, and therefore, in ur omparable growth in the ode size. Truyen et al [8℄ have an implementation that also does
byte ode transformation by using the byte ode veri ation me hanism. Unlike
the two previously mentioned approa hes, they use return and if instru tions
to roll ba k the sta k when they are reating state obje ts for every method on

the sta k whi h leads to more degradation in performan e. Additionally, in order
to target multi-threaded environments, they de ne their own thread-framework:
Tasks have to be used instead of threads, and a separate s heduler has been
implemented. Although expensive, this approa h works well for multi-threaded
environments.
The main di eren e between our approa h and the above mentioned byte ode
transformation approa hes is that we manage to apture and restore exe ution
state without iterating through the runtime sta k and reating state obje ts
for every method instan e on the sta k. By assuming no use of re ursion and
lo al variables a ross migrations (i.e., they an be used only lo ally), we have
been able to devise a very lightweight migration approa h suitable for embedded
systems, without ompromising the programming model.

6

Con lusions

The ontribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we have presented a portable
ar hite ture for ubiquitous Java-enabled devi es whi h opens up many possibilities for user-de ned distributed appli ations over ad ho networks omposed of
ell phones or PDAs. Se ond, we have designed and implemented a lightweight
exe ution migration me hanism without system support. The experimental results for simple appli ations demonstrate the feasibility of our portable Smart
Messages ar hite ture.
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